
Speak up. Stand out.
Present like a Pro

Asma Ahmed
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In order to receive CPD credit
– Be sure to sign in or scan your badge for this session
– You must stay in the session for the duration of the training
– This session is eligible for 1 hour of CPD
– CPD certificates are emailed directly to you within 4 weeks of the conference date to the 

same email address you used to register

CPD Process
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Asma Ahmed

Founder | Principal
Soapbox Presentations

Today’s speaker
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Inform Influence Impress
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3 Ps of a Presentation

The package The person The performance
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What do we know already?

Fabulous ‘Not-so fabulous’vs
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What do we know already?

vs
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Connect with your neighbor

In one sentence each:
• Introduce yourself and your business
• Describe your typical presentation (purpose, audience size, how often)

Discuss what comes to mind when you think of:
• A fabulous presentation
• A ‘not-so-fabulous’ presentation

What do we know already?
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3 Ps of a Presentation

The package The person The performance
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The package
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1. Know your purpose
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What are you trying to achieve?

1. Know your purpose

To inform, educate

Objective
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What exactly are you trying to achieve?

Teach people how to deliver 
awesome presentations.

1. Know your purpose
Objective
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What are you really trying to achieve?

Convince people to apply these 
strategies so they can deliver 

awesome presentations.

1. Know your purpose
Objective
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Message
1. Know your purpose

If you apply these simple strategies, you can take your business to the next level 
with kick-a** presentations that inform, influence and impress.
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Get to know them

2. Put the audience first

What do they 
want/need to know?

Who are they?

What are they like? How much do 
they already 

know?

Why are they here?
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WIIFM
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Get to know them

Answer WIIFM

2. Put the audience first
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Get to know them

Answer WIIFM

Include them

2. Put the audience first
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Get to know them

Answer WIIFM

Include them

Make it interesting

2. Put the audience first
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Once you get people laughing, they're 
listening, and you can tell them almost 
anything.
Jerry Weissman
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Keep it short and simple

3. Make it easy
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You can’t tell people everything you 
know because no one cares.
Karen Friedman
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Keep it short and simple

Guide them through

3. Make it easy

Tell ‘em
what 

you’re 
gonna tell 

‘em

Tell ‘em
Tell ‘em

what you 
told ‘em

The rule of tell ‘em
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Keep it short and simple

Guide them through

3. Make it easy

Introduction Body Conclusion

The rule of tell ‘em
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Keep it short and simple

Guide them through

Give it so they get it

3. Make it easy
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Keep it short and simple

Guide them through

Give it so they get it

Give them a break

3. Make it easy
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10%

35%

65%

Oral alone Visual alone Oral and visual

Retention of information
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4. Create visuals that support you, not replace you
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• People didn’t come to your presentation to watch you read what they can read 
themselves from the comfort of their own home or office

• Bullet points are also overused so try to stay away from them

• Heres what you can do instead:
– Keep text to a minimum
– Maximise white space
– Only use slides when you need to
– Consider other options for visuals
– Make sure you check the splling and grammar

4. Create visuals and slides that support what you 
are saying, instead of replacing you altogether

10%

35%

65%

Retention of information

Oral alone Visual alone Oral and visual
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The package
Know your purpose
Put the audience first
Make it easy
Create visuals that support you

Recap
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The person
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Would you rather be the topic of a eulogy than give one? 

I’d rather be 
in the coffin
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Say it out loud

Record yourself

Keep on going

Do the real thing

5. Practice, properly
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6. Sort yourself out
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Take slow, deep breaths

Exercise

Meditate (mindfulness) 

Practice gratitude

7. Breathe
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8. Believe
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Whether you think you can or you think 
you can’t, you’re probably right.
Henry Ford
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Beliefs

BehaviourResults

Drive

Impacts

Reinforce

The self-fulfilling prophecy
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Think positive

8. Believe
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I’m gonna’ crush my presentation.
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I’m a rock star!
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I will let the diva out.
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Think positive

Strike a pose

8. Believe
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Think positive

Strike a pose

Visualise your success

8. Believe
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Think positive

Strike a pose

Visualise your success

Lose yourself in the music

8. Believe

You better lose yourself in 
the music, the moment.
You own it, you better 
never let it go.
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The person
Practice, properly
Sort yourself out
Breathe
Believe

Recap
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The performance
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9. Pretend that you are human
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10. Start and end strong
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11. Connect with the audience
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12. Pitch with passion
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The performance
Pretend that you are human
Start and end strong
Connect with the audience
Pitch with passion

Recap
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3 Ps of a Presentation

The package The person The performance
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Questions?
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Show ‘em what you got
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Lose yourself in the music (additional slide)
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Would a visual help me 
communicate  my 

point?

Black slide
Is a slide the best 

option?

Flip chart
Poster

White board
Props
Video

Handout

Do I need to use a lot of 
text?

One word
Quote

Acronym
Graphic

Minimise the bullet points 
and the words. 

Do the Soapbox slide.

NO

NO

NO

YES

YES

Visual check

YES
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Your

should not be the same! 

script, slides, 
and handouts



Rate this Session on the QuickBooks Connect Mobile App

1.  Select Sessions 2.  Select Session Title 3.  Select Survey

Provide feedback to help us design content for future events

3.  Add Ratings
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1. Find the session on the agenda

2. Select + for more information

3. Download PDF of slides and/or
supplemental material

https://can.quickbooksconnect.com/agenda/

Material Download

https://can.quickbooksconnect.com/agenda/



